




INTRO
Vocals by Anand Petigara; Programming by 
Jamie Watts

Cognition risen, pumping like pistons; driven 
as the muse is cut loose, while I quietly 
wait for the cues to induce signaling for 
me to begin to listen in to the whispering 
that transitions my thinking to these words 
written like an inscription depicting the 
pharaoh’s kingdom chiseled into a pyramid by 
an ancient Egyptian with patient precision... 
 
A scribe—now dead—but the vision in my 
head aligns this mind’s gift to make him alive.  
Revived—now led by the inking that has bled 
into this fibrous papyrus to take him to my 
time.  A ride with Amagination that climbs the 
spine of my book of inspiration where I find 
the hook of communication that shines, as 
the Rosetta Stone of rhyme, letters codes 
of the divine, rendered poems which I confine 
to fit the home of blank lines, and link the 
zone where minds combine. 

‘Cause this is an excavation of interpretation, 
sifting into the foundation of the lyrics 
the muse scripts like hieroglyphs upon 
monoliths.  My documents are like graffiti 
on federal monuments.  My lips spits bricks 
that builds obelisks.  My wits flips wigs 
and brings the rising of lost continents like 
Atlantis.  So, don’t challenge this, ‘cause 

when I whisk inked tips to write the letter T 
what you really see are the two sticks from 
the crucifix of Jesus. My rhythmic pieces 
eases the passing of the day.  The speeches 
that I say will leave you frozen in the moment 
like what the explosion of Mt. Vesuvius did to 
the people of Pompeii...

I’m an emcee, anciently from BCE.  Anand 
Petigara—Master of the Ceremonies before 
the common era, trying to prepare ya’ for 
this great Unknown Future.

LOOKING GLASS 
Vocals by Anand Petigara; Programming by 
Jamie Watts

So, I stare into the looking glass and have to 
ask, “What is it that I really see?”

It begins within as winds are rising, ripping 
skin. Now finding a tingling that mingles into 
adrenaline with thoughts of nothing climbing, 
while tension diminishing, suspension is lifting 
him, reflection as it beginning. Zen—arriving 
with an infinite plan, into it an instinct 
commands an instant to stand frozen like 
an hour glass broken, smashed open, the 
past closing, the future gasps _____ choking 
inside of this moment of a rising level where 
the sand of time is disheveled everywhere.  
The matter at hand is to prepare for a single 
flower unfolding, exposing a mental power 



shaken, naked and bare like the birth of a 
newborn girl sworn into this world with her 
first breath of air.  The thirst of this quest is 
the blessed energy every entity shares.  The 
search will not rest until the consciousness 
of everyone is eventually aware like knowing 
the thoughts flowing from a heart’s glowing 
all from what’s showing within a person’s 
glare.  A gaze displayed in the ways of 
the waves, which sways the mind state to 
find place in a person’s stare.  Telling me, 
“You will certainly be there. Just sit still, 
let your lungs fill, let go let your ego be 
killed”—inspired by a higher will that rises 
like defiance to find this bliss that heals.  It 
whisks detriments which constrict the spirits 
we feel—the heart, the part that takes 
me out of the doubt of the spinning wheel 
that I’ve been endlessly turning, burning 
in the belly of the beast with no release 
as the disease keeps the vile bile churning 
without concernment or desire for higher 
learning.  But that’s why I’ve been brought 
to these steps.  To recollect past mishaps 
that become some sort of resource to the 
roadmap that reconnects me back to that max 
where I can tap into the rapture of galactic 
matter.  Unwrap the (w)rapper.  Come into 
contact with the hereafter.  Be centered 
rather than scattered.  Be the inventor of 
my own pattern.  Beckon that nanosecond of 
perfection in my acid-splattered perception 
that renders that data of the Akashic 
records mine, as my climb finds the divine 

allowing my mind to inscribe and sign my own 
chapter.  My home recaptured.  As I zone in 
the euphoria, soar to the door of Jah, so 
much more in the core of the atman than I 
could ever amagine.  As my head begins to 
spin, the vibe got you.  Only you can stop and 
start you prana.  It’s just a half step to the 
heart chakra, trying harder to not try as I 
die a conscious suicide and shine as my own 
martyr.  How could I ever part with you?  
The choice of fear is the extinguisher.  The 
distinguished pure voice I hear is now clearly 
the fire-starter spreading flames to melt 
the chains of this vain physical plane that 
constrains the brain to the tame samsaric, 
karmic game.  Deceivingly leaving love slain, 
the dove in pain.  Ascending above is subject 
to experientially understanding that soon 
grows or soon goes like the moon’s glow, 
which can wax and wane.  Loosing change or 
making a gain.  Loosing change or making a 
gain?  Nothing’s exactly the same.  Nothing’s 
exactly the same.  Nothing’s exactly the same.  
Nothing’s exactly the same... Nothing....

As I snap out the trance and glance into the 
eyes where there lies a healer deep within 
the vibration of the interior.  It couldn’t be 
clearer, as I knew her thoughts were mine 
and there was no need to reveal to her that 
all that I came to find was that all things 
are nothing, but your mirror.  

So, I stare into the looking glass and have to 



ask, “what is it that I really see?”

So, I stare into the looking glass and have to 
ask, “what is it that I really see?”

Oh! It’s just me...

NO! It’s just WE...

Broken Clocks
Vocals by Anand Petigara; Programming by 
Jamie Watts

I’m on edge, as I sit on the ledge wedged 
between lines of a paragraph, while I bind 
my abstract tactics with the calculating 
mathematics to map the blueprint of my 
spacecraft.  The fluid blue ink moves quick 
& soon sinks to link my instinct to a higher 
influence like a flashback.  Take off into the 
fast track that travels past and unravels 
masks with gravel and glass that stabs an 
i’ll gash to reveal at last, what’s the deal 
with those who don’t want to ask, “What’s 
the relevance of this presence?  I want to 
question this art.  Why the repression of 
smarts?  Lazy deception rips apart sections 
of the heart of an entity collectively made 
of marks sparked by you and me.  See—you 
are the slice of a rusty knife and I’m Doctor 
Anandbol stitching like back together with 
honest rules and remedies.  Essentially, 
these common fools got to realize it’s just 

the AC or DC.  Flick the switch—which one 
to be?  When in all actuality, I passionately 
say, “Positive or Negative—it’s all the same 
energy in which we’re living in...”  I am the 
fearless hero and I appear as the stressed 
hero’s worst enemy.  I am a zero but expands 
slow into the growing infinity.  People fear 
no evil, lucifer’s god’s equal, both nailed to 
the cross of the trinity.  Two faces on the 
same side of one coin that they call divinity.  
But the false truth wastes this with pain & 
pride conjoined. Do you feel flawed?  ‘Cause 
it’s restricting me—those traditionally 
practiced values and morals jacked this 
avenue with formals.  But I ain’t normal.  I’d 
rather gather thoughts by getting caught up 
in portals.  Try to see signs in my mind of my 
own blind quarrels.  Amagine the time sucked 
into the whirlwind of the other side of this 
black hole.  Survive the ride to find newly 
defined inverted roles.  It’s the same high 
when you’re feeling empty and when you’re 
feeling whole...

Oppositions in congruence: Ignorance is 
bliss.  Bliss (Anand) is the understanding 
of all existence which exists in ultimate 
intelligence. Huh? Depictions of 
contradictions, visions of juxtapositions.  I 
suture wounds of the heart with a butcher’s 
knife in the dark night in a room with no 
light.  You think I’m doing it right?  I’m a deaf 
man that can listen in and clearly hear the 
finest whispering.  I’m a blind man that can 



see through your pristine skin, from scars 
to acne, deep within to your internal organs.  
Reality’s a fantasy.  Fantasy’s a fallacy.  
This fallacy’s an actuality.  This actuality 
ain’t actually a truth to see, ‘cause the 
truth is there ain’t no truth, so you make the 
truth the whatever the hell you want it to 
be.  So, let’s just agree to disagree.  ‘Cause 
our flaw’s in our thoughts of wanting to 
be able to find a concrete ending but there 
is none like pi times 3 with a relentless 
decimal repeating continuously just like 
the sequence of Fibonacci or technology 
growing exponentially.  Eventually, I’ll turn 
these letters scribbled in 2D, to 3D sacred 
geometry.  Transfigure my notions so they’re 
floating in 4D.  Cloaked in invisibility like the 
demons and spirits I can’t see.  Conjuring 
spells with the words that spell.  This is my 
own rebel wizardry.  It’s complete off the 
handle absurdity, like an optometrist guided 
by Nostradamus nervously performing brain 
surgery.  “Does the prophecy tell me to 
cut the vain that’s burgundy horizontal or 
vertically?” But somehow, (s)he managed 
to fix the damaged perfectly.  So, try 
and come stop me.  A lobotomy wouldn’t 
bother me.  Consciously, I know I’m a little 
crazy, obviously.  Spitting impossibilities 
in such high probabilities, my mental agility 
is spinning like a vortex.  But it’s just the 
synapse firing in my neo-cortex that’s so 
perplexed.  So, what’s next in this complex 
dialectical process of progress?  I’m seeing 

me and a Goddess having hot sex—making 
immaculate conception all in the projection 
of a Rorschach’s inkblot test.  Insanity at it’s 
best.  ‘Cause nothing fucking matters when 
we momentarily shatter patterns.  Watch 
their remains splatter, can’t contain the 
data.  Not worrying about what’s going to 
happen after you weigh in all of the reacting 
factors.  ‘Cause sometimes you think you’re 
moving forward towards the finish, but it’s 
really backwards to the beginning.  So just 
listen...listen...listen...listen...LISTEN...
the clocks are all broken—you won’t hear 
anymore ticking...

Pillars
Vocals by Anand Petigara; Programming by 
Jamie Watts

Out the gates we taste too often the 
strange damned days, dazed. We escape the 
commonplace grand maze, a race.  We raise 
the forgotten crazed, mad ways.  A chase 
to retrace and get lost in the embraced 
landscape that awaits for this man to face, 
as we stand in place—the Earth rotates in 
a blur at her steady pace.  In every case, 
one cannot drop or lose change like loose 
change.  Suddenly the shell is uncovering.  
Discovering that the windowpanes have 
all been rearranged, but your simple pain 
remains as you strain to maintain this plane 
in the same dramatic fashion, patterned 



plastic like the previous sequencings that’s 
now rapidly passing in a matter that it had 
formally happened.  But, that was just your 
lost passion, as thoughts flashing have 
caught, capturing this instance of existence 
of not thinking—stopped blinking—linked into 
all that sought in this battle fought to get 
you lost and tossed into the breeze that 
brews through you catching the true chain 
reaction—the train of non-action.  How long 
has this moment of zoning been lasting? 
What’s wrong is you’ve chosen to have 
spoken the sin of asking.  ‘Cause the strong 
are withholding from opening their lips are 
zipped/fastened, listening to the song that’s 
remolding and exposing the things in your 
trash bin that you thought were gone, but 
they’re growing, controlling your soul’s 
grip on underStanding stiller than a Pillar 
erected by my own two hands.  One of 
which belongs to a known true man that’s 
a saint, and the other to a brother that’s 
a killer who didn’t even have to lift a finger 
to pull the trigger.  You can match me with 
any personality.  Honest, it’s all Anand—no 
fillers.  But every person wishes reality’s 
content was actually a constant thriller, 
yet they say that notion’s sillier than skinny 
dipping during a blizzard in an Antarctic 
river shivering in the middle of winter.  But to 
truly do it, it’s simpler than having Einstein’s 
mind at its prime to find 9 divided by 9 times 9 
or some other basic equation or figure meant 
for beginners.  You make whatever clever 

simile that’s similar.  I just happened to like 
that one in particular.  ‘Cause all it takes to 
bring you to the brink and deliver a stop on 
the thoughts you think is to bridge and link 
your acceptance to the essence that soul 
surrounding sentience is solidly singular.  
Your bodies will tingle to the rhythm given 
from the throbbing universe—expanding & 
contracting.  Dying and living with the hip-
hop in these words without planning—pure 
understanding.  Not trying, just imbibing 
the offering of the unheard; commanding the 
channeling of rhyming in timing that softening 
any concerns for planning a landing.  ‘Cause 
the depths of death are the heights of life. 
So, no matter how high you’re sure you’ll fly 
‘til you’re stranded, that sky is the ground 
street found about an inch deep beneath 
the boot bound feet where an astute proud 
being is standing, hand in hand with all those 
engrossed with traveling the cosmos: those 
800 pantheons of phantoms rambling and 
chanting anthems of champions that roars 
like the deafening silence that confides in the 
ending of time—the dismantling of the mind.  
Feeling the alliance of insanity shattering the 
glass sun that shines, revealing surprises, 
got to hand it to CHI; unwrapping the mask of 
the one behind the scenes, unseen, conceiving 
the sun beams.  You wouldn’t dream who 
you’d expect to find.  ‘Cause while the rest 
of the world stares unaware at the solar 
flares glares unprepared going blind, it was 
really the man in the moon sitting in a dark 



room, illuminating creation, froze in a lotus 
pose and a perfect erect spine, with hopes to 
come close to making all the layers correctly 
connect and align.  The mind stopped on the 
dime and stood stiller than pillars.  It’s all 
good, ‘cause right NOW there’s no fillers.

Movement Of Sound  
(Featuring Blame The Kid) 
Vocals by Anand Petigara and Abdullah 
Saeed; Programming by Jamie Watts

An oscillation breaks, the exterior quakes, 
the sections vibrate, creation of a sine wave.  
The mind braves the movement of invention, 
properties of length are unrelentingly 
vast. I’m pulled past the collapse of spastic 
capture of reacting gases, detonating a 
range of plastique.  Glass creaks, form 
weakens and cracks under stacks of boom 
bap, glitch quickens and creeps, I’m a mind 
of grinding pain, maintaining winding ways 
through the time of day, resigned from the 
most engrossing of encroachments.  On 
laws of hoaxes I choke the closeness as the 
sound approaches.  I boast of compression 
under levels of stress to cause mess, 
medium is dense until your deaf.  (WHAT?!)  
Who called response when I’m clearly 
ensconced in the hauntingly staunch cause of 
audial wants? Unintelligible decibel levels 
will fall from heaven and bury me with the 
veritable density of treble clef—I inject 

signs of death appearing as a hallucination 
while the true equation remains in my head.  
20 to 20 000 hertz and we found it bursts. 
An assertion first works as a theory alert.  
A wave transverse—spans the parameters 
of amplitude.  Can exude a clamor in the 
manner of a planet’s moon.  Modulating 
over the cobbles of an anomalous fossil 
containing shifting oddities of an impossible 
model, current alternating, faltering, then 
compensating with an often jarring but 
modest composite of the honest.  I’m breaking 
from a ritual of singular principles—
defeating the purpose of a first person 
point of view—there’s nothing you can do 
to reverse the effects of perpetual terror 
bombing your set.  Common defenses include, 
but not limited to, the tensing of the ossicles, 
an optical illusion ensues stroking your 
cochlea ‘til its broken smashed clean with 
raps of advanced autoplasty—behavioral 
audiograms that freak nasty.  My lingual 
appendage has never ended, I’m continuously 
mending the dents and dings that being 
splendid brings.  I’m an anthropomorphic 
entity ending the earth’s serenity 
replenishing the void with a steady supply 
of enemies.  Characteristic frequencies have 
been released. Piece by piece, I assemble 
trembling sections composed of deities.  
Sound is transmitted through plasma gases 
and liquids as I diminish the frigid existence 
of living things insipid. 



The paragraph slashed, the flag hangs at 
half staff, graphs collapsing at the axis 
patch the abstract attack cats with crass, 
the elastic backlash I’ll crack acts in half 
and laugh.

A step beyond this song is sonic-sonnets 
of Metatron’s Platonic solids ensconced 
in isotonic harmonics of sonorous phonics.  
Catch this drift or shift the pitch...  
Constantly integrating the conscious 
syncopating of beats we breath.  Please 
believe it’s found in discrete sound—
completely unwound—oscillating through 
contemplating the awareness of where space 
is between the air and ground.  Compressing 
my skeleton—the sum of atoms and elements—
traces of metaphasic arrangements now 
evenly unwound from base to crown.  The 
place is NOW.  As the wavering depth of the 
wavelength gains strength, and frequencies 
easily increase with feverish speed to 
frequently reach preposterous peaks of 
impossible speech. Unstoppable, as it bleeds 
from either tweeters or speakers into the 
seamless ether of frenetic freedom.  The 
kinetic medium between connected beings, 
seen & unseen in our projected collectively 
mutual unusual dreamless sleep steeped 
in a sleepless dream.  Keep this clean, as 
all we know combines & weaves audio from 
improbable silent screams into aligning 
streams designing speech of rhymes and 
beats, as the mind receives these timely open 

words that emerge from vibrating vocal 
chords that burst forth as dispersed hertz 
heard, as it’s absorbed in ya’ gourd when 
auditory nerves surge from your cochlea.  
Coaxing ya’ out of this hoax with transverse 
waves of these mad terse sayings of Blame 
and Anandbol, that became audible outside 
the abominable vacuum.  The mind is laudable 
vast room where you’ll find the evolving 
path tuned to the soothing movement of 
renewing acoustics.  I grove & loose it as 
boundaries choose to dismantle—the sound 
carries me—I am truly fragile—as the ample 
amplitude of mangled entangled samples 
introduced profusely produce these flowing 
sound waves that profoundly embrace my 
many bodies odyssey. As odd as can be, I’m 
obviously lost in the bottomless awesome 
sea of possibility drowning in what plays—
gentle decibels of trembling treble leveling 
bass’s abrasive creation of astounding 
grace.

To have found the ways that sound slowly 
travels is based upon how NOW knowingly 
unravels at the only pace my own soul is 
showing me I can handle.

Decipher
Vocals by Anand Petigara; Programming by 
Jamie Watts

I’m listening to the mystery in the winds 



rhythms on which I’m sitting, eliciting the 
receptive connections to collective inventions, 
resurrecting my antennae so I can tune into 
the movement of intuitive music producing a 
lucid allusive muse in my truest view to send 
in quick, the mental pen, ink of adrenaline, as 
the messenger that renders the switch ON.  
A song’s beginning, the long transmission 
upon the traditions beyond this thinker’s 
wisdom it spawns an inner vision when one’s 
tuning position stops on my profile for a 
second of mayhem.  It’s not on the dial of FM 
or AM.  It’s got a style that’s just the way I 
am.  I just need you to agree to weave into my 
field of chi, so please enter in.  You’re either 
ignoring it or exploring, forging within, but 
not forcing.  Helping me to be conveying what 
I’m saying.  We’re relaying statements from 
the places past pages, persuading cavemen 
to be chasing after changes, aiding the 
raising of all ages Amaginations in order to 
know the grace displayed in these engravings 
from the sages of the ancients.  Nothing can 
taint this summoning of arrangements where 
the relationship between the scheme of time 
and space is a container with its lid removed, 
unchained from the grids grooves.  The brain’s 
at the big view.  It rearranged you to switch 
shoes.  If not with a stranger, then with 
who?  The gift is that it’s with YOU.  The shift 
into the new that lifts the few to the brink 
of truth in the here and now where fear and 
doubt skipped clear of town, revealing the 
root that appears in sound.  It’s understood 

and you’re peers know how to gear the good 
to steer around, keep cool to allude those 
damn tears that drown.  ‘Cause it’s just a 
simple tweak and twitch to fix & elicit the 
spirit found nearing the crown.  You’ve now 
managed to shut down the weak amount of 
the psyche slightly damaged and bound to the 
trifling, unsightly grounded blurred world 
of abandoned oysters, impure with no sure 
pearls to release a speech that speaks in a 
frequency of that stars seek, a sequencing 
of complete heartbeats, a secret scene that 
leaks art’s seeds into a piece of me, who’s 
needs are seen.  It gets me enveloped quicker 
in this developed thinkers dream, a level up 
in my inner being, freeing me from the thicker 
seam, as I’ve now come undone from the one 
hundred and one ton concealed steel balance 
beam that was enslaving me, weighing me 
down beneath the sheets of troubling blind 
mind weeds tumbling behind side streets 
causing my previous stumblings in rhymes 
I’d breed.  Pausing, too serious...engulfing 
my wide eyed feed, but now that I’m freed I 
bleed into the applauding—so clear to us—
erupting in lines that defied the speed of 
the comprehension calculating complicated 
concentration concerned in controlling the 
console configuration computing in constant 
consideration the cognitive construction of 
conscious conversation.  We’re unlocking this 
shocking combination to awaken the sacred.  
To be taking a step to the side, as the large 
mind becomes the one in charge—it’s Divine—



making our two lips fuse to produce a sick 
freestyle creation, a meditation that’s lost 
in amazement from the words we say.  We’re 
all just transmitters receiving information 
that we never heard before ‘cause it’s from 
more than a billion light years away, yet 
in the core with us every hour.  Its power 
that’s infinite is in every minute, its essence 
in every second, it’s showing in every moment 
and displayed in every day in which we just 
co-create.  

King James
Vocals by Anand Petigara; Programming by 
Jamie Watts

Alone on a park bench, permeating a stench 
that would leave anyone in a dry heave—
gut wrenched, but he was the ruler of his 
own kingdom, creating his own dominion, 
uninfluenced by outside opinion ‘cause the 
Earth’s clouds, they’re the roof of his 
building.  He found contentment down on 
the ground of his cement bed, as he read 
his Philadelphia Inquirer bedspread, going 
unnoticed by passer-bys, as if he was dead.  
He was lying just ahead of where I was 
walking, and I could see little kids pass and 
laugh to crass, jaws dropped and gawking.  
And as I drew near I could hear him talking to 
himself, mumbling that, “those rug-rats don’t 
have a penny of my wealth.”  And I wanted to 
stop and ask if meant that figuratively, or 

if he literally had a secret stash of cash.  
Luckily the answer would be unmasked as he 
noticed my lit cigarette and asked for one as 
I passed.  Relaxed, I handed him one, since I’d 
just bought two packs.  Then he responded, 
“Thanks!  You got a match?”  So, I gave him a 
spark and as the fire flashed his right hand 
dashed into his coat pocket to pull out a 
silver flask.  Then he got up to the bench to 
get his thirst quenched, took a sip and looked 
me in the eye and said, “You helped me out, sit 
down and let me give you a couple tips.”

Hesitant.  I was a little unsure of this, 
but seemed good, just misunderstood so I 
thought I should, as I once again watched 
him place the flask to his lips as the crisp 
November wind cracked our faces like slave 
masters’ whips.  

I thought to myself, “Everyman must gain 
some wisdom the longer he exists, “so I sat 
down next to him to pick apart the smarts 
and wits of a man, who the masses of higher 
social classes would claim to be in the pits.  
There set two misfits: an aspiring artist 
and the other homeless.  He acknowledged 
my presence with a smile and asked, “Child, 
what’s your name?”  I responded, “Anand” 
and then went on to ask him the same and his 
answer came, “I’m James. And I like you, kid, 
‘cause you don’t ogle me these eyes burning 
full of shame.” He claimed, “I sit all alone on 
my own throne these streets I roam under 



this celestial dome is my home.”  But I cut 
in and interrupted in a concerned tone, “This 
hasn’t always been your way of living?  Has 
it?  Day to day depending on what people are 
willing to be giving?”  Amused.  He thought 
about the right words to choose, as he 
pondered the question I asked, took another 
hit from the flask getting his tongue loose.

“Oh.  Well you see, I was just like you, 
probably, full of dreams of what I wanted 
to be, but none of them concerned money.  
Thought I’d get myself caught up in a dead-
end plot and watch myself rot in a dead-end 
job whether I liked it or not and that didn’t 
sound so hot.  You know what I’m saying?”  “I 
know, James.  Life’s not a game where souls 
can be bought...”  “But, that’s not the truth 
that our youth is taught.  Too many people 
are missing the most important body part—
the heart—they’re full of smarts, used only 
for self-satisfaction, but when it comes to 
the action of compassion they’d don’t even 
know where to start!”  That remark hit me 
hard like a sharp dart forever leaving my 
mind scarred it caught me of guard coming 
from a man who’s entire belongings are in 
an Acme shopping cart.  “And you wanna 
know another thing that bothers me?”  
“Definitely!”  I replied quickly.  He said, “It 
sickens me to see many people concerned 
with vanity.  I know I’m dirty, but true 
beauty lies internally, people see me and 
automatically think I’m unworthy of being 

somebody.  They say I’m smelly and ugly, and 
pray to god, “please don’t let that homeless 
man mug me!”  But then he turned toward me, 
face-to-face, close enough that the whiskey 
on his breath I could taste, as he pleaded his 
case,” YO, IT’S SUCH A DISGRACE THAT 
PEOPLE SEE AS A WASTE WHEN I’M JUST 
LIKE THEM, PART OF THE HUMAN RACE! A 
PERSON FLESH & BLOOD, BUT SOCIETY’S 
ALREADY BURIED ME DEEP UNDER THE 
MUD, BUT THAT’S FINE WITH ME, ‘CAUSE 
I’M CARE-FREE WHILE THE REST OF ‘EM 
ARE DYING IN THEIR CONUNDRUM. FOR 
THEM AS QUICK AS LIFE STARTING, AS 
QUICK AS IT’LL BE DONE.   YO, LISTEN TO 
ME, ANAND.  DON’T GET CAUGHT UP IN 
THE BULLSHIT.  And most of it’s just really 
bullshit.  ALL YOU GOTTA REMEMBER, IN 
EVERY SINGLE MOMENT—KNOW THIS—
WE ARE ONE...  

Those word echoed through me ears James 
and I stared into the autumn setting sun.  

WE ARE ONE....

“Thanks...that’s some nice advice. You’re 
wise, but let me ask you something—how’d 
you end up out here to sleep your nights?”  
“Oh...Well you see...Me and the wife got 
caught up in a big fight. Man...She took 
away my material life but I still got my 
spiritual life...courts gave her all of my 
stuff.  Man, it was rough. I’m telling you, 



dude, IT WAS FUCKING TOUGH when they 
said that she was right.  And I was left a 
mess, stressed and depressed and loosing 
sight of reality, sadly, I became a casualty 
of gripping this bottle too tight.  You see this 
flask?!  I’m stuffed inside of it drowning in 
the aftermath of my past.  Does that answer 
the question you ask?”  “Yeah...Man....Damn! 
...I’m sorry—”  “Don’t give it a worry!” He 
interjected and gave me a playful shove.  “Yo, 
James, you taught me something today that I 
won’t ever forget and for that you have my 
Love.”  But then I began to put on my hat and 
gloves and proclaimed, “Right now, I got to 
take off and get going.”  “Alright, Anand, 
stop by the park anytime before it starts 
snowing, ‘cause after then I won’t even be 
knowing where I’m going.”  But before I split, 
I slipped into James’s hand that extra pack 
of smokes and an Andrew Jackson and he 
started laughing and said, “Thanks, Man!!”  
And I said, “No!  Thank you from giving me 
another perspective of a different human.  
Respect is of Essence. Peace King James—
the rule of your own Kingdom...”

G-Gnome
Vocals by Anand Petigara and Jamie Watts; 
Programming by Jamie Watts

The equation of resplendent gestation, 
elation through genetic recombination, 
recreation viewed in endless interpretation, 

generations grew resemblance in variation.  
Varied faces all very patient, as fertilization 
fervidly takes place in the certainly awakened 
state of naked grace when fated great 
deities embraced freely with engaged feeling 
and sages agreeing the stage for healing 
has come of age, revealing organic orgasmic 
screaming.  Semen seeping, releasing into 
an open, sloping fallopian hoping to elope 
with a precocious ovum as the chosen omen, 
zygote forming the morphing home for the 
forging soul to slowly grow in.  A knowing 
unfoldment showing through the new 
proactive chromatic chromosomal crossover 
of the language latched in the lone and 
hopeful donor.  The owner’s boner’s flaccid 
at last, but compassion’s tactics attract 
this spermatozoa (without learning) to go 
in her to begin the swim—this passionate 
practice—the passage of passing on some 
past praxis that patterns the gametes 
attaching with the gamut of habits: erratic 
or placid; combative or passive; some manic 
some relaxing.  The data is mashing in to 
enamor the axis, access the nexus to connect 
this essence to the presence of the planet.  
Some planned it, some say they’re accidents.  
Advantages or disadvantages, granted, life 
manages balancing the challenges through a 
few rapid adaptations, magic mutations that 
happen to awaken DNA activation to free the 
way of complications.  RNA’s conversation 
relays constant constructed composites 
of compiled conscious information that 



rewired the contents of translation, 
inspired the progress of man’s making 
all while processing the ramifications of 
trained traits electrically engrained in the 
slain deadened brain’s genetic strains of 
ancient civilizations, who painfully were 
mistaken, as generation after generation—
sleeping—failed to feel the realization of 
completion.  The Garden of Eden is just 
your heart beating, starting the agreement 
to trust your heart’s feelings.  Eons have 
been charged for vehemently concealing 
what’s beyond this farce we’re seemingly 
seeing on our defeated own.  The power 
of the completed genome allows for this 
hour to see we’re not seated alone at our 
deepest home’s seasoned throne.  All of us 
are pre-prepared to share all that was in 
these homologous chromosomes being pulled 
from a gene pool of deceitful mean, cruel, 
obscene fools deemed tools to scenes full 
of keen, cool, peaceful people who see you as 
equal.  Is there a genotype understood for 
good & gleeful?  Where’s the phenotype one 
ponders that could allude to evil?  Peer into 
the Petri dish.  It’s not enough to reveal this 
trouble on just the double helix.  A rebuttal:  
We must feel the structure of trusted 
subtle etherics that are essentially endless, 
progressively reordering the distorted 
portions of our dodecahelical coding.  Some 
old skeptical people unknowingly are holding 
onto shocked blockages locked within a 
senile vile thought processing that’s in 

denial, defiled lost with no end caught in 
the double-crossed fumbled plot to stop 
this evolution into endless movement, the 
en-trance to union.  It’s the resonance that 
YOU send.  But the measurements they’re 
using are numbly stuck in the rut of the dumb 
construct that barely 10% of our own weary 
genome we’re using is functional.  The other 
uncovered 90%--they’re like “the fuck if we 
know?!”  The un-reliant scientist defines this 
DNA, as how they say, “JUNK and without 
function,” a doubtful assumption.  Wake up! 
How can 90% of our genetic make-up count 
for nothing?! My lover, just like how we 
filled the wombs of another, discover, you 
must, that we are NOW still in the womb of 
the Mother.  Will you listen in to her charged 
heart beat, so that this new transcription 
can spark a start to repeat and clue in 
the ignorant regarding how the stars can 
speak?  ‘Cause you can see, for centuries, 
we’ve been asleep since 25,000 BCE.  Now 
as we seek, believe that the time has arrived 
for a bound and leap evolutionarily.  The 
solution, we carry.  The illusion is that it’s 
buried in the confusion.  It seems scary, but 
when the view’s not narrow, improvements 
occur if we carefully gravitate to 
frequencies that activate the sequencings 
to actuate our genes to freely transmutate 
our species to be the reality, for not only 
You & US, but for all, the real chance to be 
Homo Luminous.  Imprint my genes clean on 
the whole ol’ universe.  Insightfully aware 



of the next step forward on the perched 
ladder like preparing for our first breath at 
the end of the third trimester.  We’ve gone 
from a zygote that floats in the uterine lining 
to the one who wrote the foot notes to the 
universe’s designing—my shpeel of alleles—
to wheel this rhyming, combining this sight 
I’m seeing of cytosine to the time in me and 
your will with thymine and uracil.  And add 
my meaning to adenine and guanine, so I can 
go on being this growth I’m needing.  

Everpresent Future
Vocals by Anand Petigara; Programming by 
Jamie Watts

A moment to make amends.  Unfold and 
awake to descend again into the subsequent 
restless depths of breathless death.  The 
quest has checked to address what’s left of 
the mess, unkempt.  The lessons we forget 
in the presence, where we have slept.  It’s 
the concrescence of what we have dreamt.  
Aimed & compelled, my face melts as my brain 
fell asunder under the wondrous insane 
spell of angels weeping.  Seeing me in grief 
with seething demons screaming, shrieking, 
revealing a treasonous reasoning that was 
concealing the feelings really perceiving me 
as a being who his freely EVEN—balanced 
between degrees of extremes without ends—

endless breathing.  Non-positional subliminal 
signals sinking into the thin thinking of a 
fickle single simpleton—one individual in the 
middle of a sticky prickly pickle.  

I am the riddle in the heart’s questioning of 
our thoughts festering to start attempting 
the stark rejection of our pock-marked 
repressions—harsh obsessions over dark 
reflections that mars our contentment 
regarding the art of perfection in people as 
equal.  Yet, feeble ego protection is fearful, 
evil deception. Now look how far the web 
of scars has gone on connecting, infecting 
the causes.  Redirecting effects with flaws, 
lost in the dead wrong direction, in which the 
tricked headstrong tripping head longs to be 
heading.  Yet, you’ll see it smells of a dead-
end full of descendents and hellish friends 
who lend a helping lens to fully see what can 
truly be of the ugly beauty (for some who 
knew me) as this distinct young man at the 
brink of linking all he thinks and ponders to 
understand the will that builds the bridge 
to bring him to the Other Land.  But you’ll 
discover, brothers and sisters, it’s just all 
actually damned when you’re irrationally 
commanded here by fear’s thunderous voice, 
but blunderous grasping hand.  Searching 
for a knowing certainty in an unfurled lonely 
world, you see, where only uncertainty 
is solely resurfacing.  The structure’s 
punctured, cracked without an exact plan.  
As the grasping mind, masked & blind, ineptly 



attempts to attach and stand, nervously, in 
an untracked path purposely unmapped and 
made of straight sifting sinking quicksand.  
Sit still, what I think.  There is where I land.  
Until, I drift again, scared no longer aware 
of who “I” am, in this self-imposed morose 
closed frozen hell that grows gross mold 
in this ghost’s old cold mold which he holds 
onto as his bruised armor.  Losing honor 
through the brooding trauma of reviewing 
Karma’s brewing drama.  Only to see the soul 
as free—the TRUTH IN DHARMA, whole & 
complete.  Let go of the deceit that you’ve 
fought.  Go where no beliefs are sought—
to not repeat the best selling plot, feeding 
into the melting pot of normality.  Replete 
in plastic wrapping, a graphic napping, a 
sad reenactment of THE EVERPRESENT 
FUTURE THAT IS PASSING...  For the fact 
that this trip has shocked and unlocked the 
grips within the preposterous monstrous 
dominance of the personal unconscious 
whose complex contents is far from what 
is the constant astonishment in the entirety 
of UNIVERSAL CONSCIOUSNESS, which is 
the blissful totality of all of our individual 
realities full of miracles and tragedies—
mirrors refracting ethereal tapestries--
THE ORIGINAL MASTERPIECE; unmasked 
with ease when we’ve gone and dropped 
our normal position and have begun to stop 
forming opinions and assumptions that 
corrupt the flowing transition of being 
ONE—subject & witness within this growing 

stillness which is the naturally unfolding 
condition of existence.  TRIPPING...I stop 
gripping and in an instance I was living the 
difference.  A heavenly-hell eventually 
gelling the charm & harm in me—the harmony 
of alarming dissonance.  Disarming our 
habitual inference, which imprints ignorance 
over instincts.  Relearning the unconditional 
imperative innocence within this interstice 
that exists between redeemed intuition 
and wisdom’s intelligence—a fortune of 
telling gems embedded in the ascending spin 
remembered when the next level begins.  That 
hopeful open moment, holding onto the last 
stretched shred left in my cracked congested 
head, stressed, before gorily torn to the 
ignored core, reborn from death.  Accepting 
what is in store for our sore gourd as it’s 
no doubt about to checkout right toward 
the psych ward from fright’s forcefully 
defeating drastic plea of complete insanity.  
But don’t weep over this calamity.  At 
least there were no casualties.  Casually, 
yet passionately relax to be effortless 
involvement.  Enter this evolving of sentience 
dissolving for one short minute falling 
gently forward, one more instant calling 
to be explored. For your pure endurance 
is the curing insurance which alluringly 
assures us that our respective yet collective 
purposes surely converges to conceive the 
Expansive grand Galactic plan the Universe 
Superbly weaves and merges when each 
seeks peaceful peaks—empty—on our own, to 



be steadily shown all we’ve already known 
through seeds sown, bloomed and grown. To 
emerge beyond our strong species to be the 
eyes from which our planet sees, the lungs 
with which our planet breathes, the blood 
of which our planet bleeds, the tongue which 
gives our planet speech...............    

Samsara (ft. Chrissie Loftus)
Vocals by Anand Petigara, Chrissie 
Loftus, Lynne Rabchuk, and Jamie Watts; 
Programming and Vocal arrangement by 
Jamie Watts

Tears wept out of respect, fear and regret, 
as a life they came to recollect.  Upset. I 
am its cause and I am its effect.  Severed, 
I’ve never silently slept this divinely perfect 
(without a snore) nor ever so finely dressed.  
And why are my shoes so shiny, and suit 
pressed?  And what’s with the doo too? 
Oh...I get it.  This ain’t just headache, as my 
head rests on a wooden bed that I wouldn’t 
bet couldn’t be less than about 8’ x 3 x 2 or 2 
and half at its best.  As the stress diminishes 
at this decrepit twist which finishes life’s 
test.  The mic checks.  “Goodnight,” says the 
light as I wonder what I forgot to confess 
and ponder what’s sure not to be blessed.  
Do I conjure up more plots to progress?  Or 
do I digress and go yonder where cores rot 

or go beyond there where I am not Death, 
but free & fresh, as me not flesh.  ‘Cause 
my embalmed body looks more like a trite 
manikin rather than a man that can have 
breath.  Damn it than!  I guess this is what 
happens when the plan stands to command 
your pineal gland to scan your own death.  
Release me in DMT.  Food for thought...I’m 
numb from it, empty chest.  I ain’t got a heart 
or stomach to help me digest this macaroni 
shell burning in its own lonely hell without 
an apple core.  No doubt there’s nothing 
more or less.  ‘Cause I was the one that made 
up the sum of his contents.  A consciousness 
that unzips his chest and chooses to slip into 
other interests.  Invest in another lover’s 
existence.  The intent—to get under, discover 
the difference of that instant between.  Is 
this life or a dream? Night or sunbeams? A 
fight or the same team?  Sight or the unseen?  
Am I in the light, or six feet deep asleep in a 
box buried below dirt and rocks topped with 
a grassy green?  Is anything ever right, or 
does no one know what I mean?  ‘Cause I was 
living yesterday.  Or maybe that was last 
century.  I don’t know, time’s a bit foggy.  My 
memory’s groggy, but anyways...this VOID is 
getting a little empty.  The riddle tempts me 
to leave the middle eventually, to see if he is 
me.  I am he.  She is I.  They are we.  Did I just 
die? C’est la vie.  Pay the fee or do I play for 
free.  ‘Cause the game is over.  The question 
I must mention is do I feed the machine one 
more quarter?



Am I just in transition?  Or is my mission 
finished?  The period at the end of my 
sentence is really me just getting back to my 
essence.

Am I just in position to begin a composition?  
The first letter of my new sentence is really 
the first breath given to the breathless.

I’ve been waiting with slight hesitation spliced 
with patience, insight and consideration.  If 
this is the right placement and timing for 
more on the binding corner of the sighing 
mourner’s confining borders that’s dividing 
shorter and shorter the immortal and 
mortal.  While I am rising up older, while 
lining up forward to receive what I believe 
to be my conceived assigning orders.  Magic 
packaged away in DNA folders.  Well...I 
guess after all, I’m still climbing from that 
bastard’s fall.  Surviving last chapter’s 
faults.  Arriving at the afterthought.  
‘Cause the game you choose, slightly 
different but essentially the same ain’t 
hardly over.  The untamed mongoose wants a 
fight this instance—bring pain and spar with 
the cobra.  Train your heart to control you.  
The Cosmos already knows you, as we’re 
reborn in the core of the quasar all we are—
are particles of dying stars aligning to be 
recharged, as you realize with hope in your 
open eyes that “Nope! This ain’t the first time 
you’ve gone beyond the fine line to shine as 
an EXPANSIVE GALACTIC Supernova, only 

to explode to the dead.  Elements expand 
and condense to be led to the next of many 
lives after a temporary ride the Masters 
carefully contrived for you to momentarily 
subside.  Although it’s scary, you’ll survive 
within a coffin, boxed-in, caught in an 
unforgotten rotting soft skin all too often 
until you’ve finally arrived as the timely gal 
or guy in mind to try & shine, find the divine, 
as one more time you climb inside this Gaian 
Mind.  

Am I just in transition?  Or is my mission 
finished?  The period at the end of my 
sentence is really me just getting back to my 
essence.

Am I just in position to begin a composition?  
The first letter of my new sentence is really 
the first breath given to the breathless.

The consenting rendering of ascending or 
descending.  Depending not on recommending 
or contending but the pending mending that 
needs tending to.  To soothe wounds of 
bruised tombs.  Karmic cues.  The snake 
charmers noose; conductor or caboose.  
Good luck it’s up to you...transcending 
the blues and defending the truth.  Don’t 
get caught presenting misconstrued news 
pretending that past view was all that is 
You.  Endings, alas we all have to do, but 
remembering the last few is the pure gift 
given existing before the reborn core begins 



living in the vast new.  Savoring the flavor 
in this vat of stew made of you and me...Hey 
boss!!  Pass the hot sauce...I like it spicy 
before I might be swished about, dished out 
in an awaiting bread bowl separated from 
the heady whole to god knows who.  It’s all 
SOUL food.  But the night is getting late.  
Alright, I got a date to shiftshape.  Be the 
light and transmigrate.  Take flight into 
the wonders of the 10th gate.  I no longer 
have timelessness for me to wait.  As I set 
sail, farewell to this great escape amazed 
by grace.  I’ll miss this bliss of wisdom’s 
innocence.  I could really be into this, but 
appreciation only comes with the realization 
of the differences that exists when 
witnessing the living skin and living without 
it, within.  So, let me get one last kiss and 
caress before I’m tossed back into the mess 
of Simon says where their heads, alive but 
dead, are lost in shade.  Damn it now, they 
just locked the cage...and now I got to be 
off to start my new page.  Embark on my new 
phase, as I take my place on the heart of this 
new stage I relay a saying one of past fathers 
would always convey.  Ask your master, “are 
you the actor or you the author, or do you 
just sleeping in the crowd snoozing aloud 
and not even bother?”  I know I’m going to 
forget this in a couple of seconds, but I got 
to remember we’re all one another.  DIVINE 
LOVERS.  A quick hug to a sister and brother 
& now I’m off for my debut.  On an evening of 
a full moon, I’m resurrecting the dead from 

the underworld’s tomb, as they’re directing 
my head from my new mother’s fertile womb.     

Dhamma
Vocals by Anand Petigara, The Gaian Mind 
Family, and Saffron; Programming by Jamie 
Watts 

This is subject to subject.  The function of 
me is Nothing, until the ink spills onto the 
paper.  It is my maker.  I am its baker, as we 
put one another in the oven cooking something 
together, forever as CO-CREATORS.  To 
awake words of the Unheard—absurd—
endlessly empty in meaning, ‘til that former 
tree sees me bleeding.  We’re briefly 
teaming up.  INTERDEPENDENT, BUT 
NOT COMPLETELY DEPENDENT UPON. 
Symbiotically, we automatically spawn 
like how the eastern horizon needs the sun 
rising to be alive in the dawn, and the sun 
climbing in the skies is only shining because 
its existence is relying on that lawn to rest, 
as the waking world stretches and yawns.  
The rays and jade blades are simultaneously 
drawn by one another’s hands—the sun 
and land as ONE.  If I’m the king then I 
ain’t nothing without the pawn.  Hell!  I 
wouldn’t even be something if I didn’t have 
this chessboard to play upon.  In essence, 
by gourd will long gone if this notebook 
of dope hooks don’t look at my songs.  My 
strong dualistic tendency is my enemy and is 



definitely all wrong.  I’m not caught in the 
plot of polarity.  Apparently, I’m everything 
in between and beyond.  Inherently, your 
invention is my reflection.  Unless you 
second-guess intentions—Stressed—while in 
your defense you objectify me.  Senselessly 
separate me completely from the ‘WE’ at a 
desperate attempt at ensuring your enduring 
personal protection of your ego fenced-in 
to begin the mess of the repression of your 
anxieties conceived from the NOTHINGNESS 
that breeds all entities.  It’s something 
not there, so NO-THING is one thing that 
someone rarely sees despite the fact that 
it frees.  We’re just shackled with this 
notion we’ve got an ocean of endless value. 
Why don’t you just be the CHI? Instead of 
wetting your bed ‘cause your head’s full of 
fear that deceives, plants the seeds of the 
dis-EASE, which leaves you helplessly on 
your knees.  So, naïve, as all that you believe 
comes into question.  What’s all that I’ve 
seen mean?  By itself: NOTHING.  Even my 
deepest being is a dream without the force 
of some sort of connection.  If there’s 
the existence of distance, in any instance, 
between the seams of my projection and 
me, then seriously, this dream of reality is 
just a meaningless conception not worth 
mention, not even in confession.  Thinking—
analytically cognition—sinks men. Conflicts 
when it tricks them into the constriction of 
being their own weapon: the dome’s deception 
of separation that all are facing.  A mistaken 

self-creation raised in an apparition of 
hesitation that I need, in dire desperation to 
be erasing.  It’s like there is some sort of 
destination that I Amagined in my dome, which 
my poems are constantly chasing.  Until I’m 
killed by my own will with the realization 
that I am NOTHING.  I am NO-THING.  I am 
Nothing, but an empty vessel, an abandoned 
vestibule, an unoccupied resting stool at the 
Gaian Mind festival, a sperm-less testicle, 
a castle to pass through.  A hassle to 
act true?  I have to ask, WHO? Because 
my ESSENCE IS YOU.  MY ESSENCE IS 
YOU.  Eye to eye we rise and die.  As time 
ticks by we try the pie. Each slice complies 
to the size of what’s mine inside you that 
I find through the open eyes of my inclined 
mind aligned to the view that your existence 
fills this emptiness to its limits. Every inner 
inch is encrypted with your definitive living.  
You are my witness giving meaning to what 
this instance is, as we go to the know of ego 
transcendence (hello!) Here is where the 
clear link is, as my shifting position sinks in 
your skin again and again and again and again 
and again—EVERCHANING.  As I’m employed 
in the VOID—the relation of ZEN.  The lens 
that’s both beginning and end, that’s alive 
then dead moment to moment, each second 
to second. Open then closing the perfection 
of imperfections.  Golden then broken: the 
correction of connections.  Growing then 
slowing the lessons of attention. As we 
become bored again.  Damn it, Man!  Ignoring 



the origins, only to part our separate ways.  
Another forgotten face lost in time & space. 
An empty case that I want to be able to 
put back to its place, until we want to give 
each other another gaze, ‘cause until then, 
this man is NOTHING.  RUPA IS SUNYATA.  
SUNYATA IS RUPA.  (Form is Emptiness.  
Emptiness is Form). As my body lays to waste 
in that world until some other boy or girl or 
anything for that matter wants to come by 
for a chit-chat or just a taste of the water 
in my bottomless well.  As my consciousness 
grasp their shell, to see how we communicate 
through the ways that we vibrate.  Trust me. 
There’s no way that we can late for this 
date, ‘cause it’s in every single moment that 
we make like right NOW.   and NOW. 
NOW.    NOW.  NOW. 

NOW.

Blue Blood
Vocals by Anand Petigara and Jamie Watts; 
Programming by Jamie Watts

My muse—the insightful Michael—ignite fuel, 
the light in You that fights duels/duals.  We 
unite in you, true in the many mind fulls of the 
divine schools of an aligned rule.  The power 
is ours within this living Blue...

However...

For our fates bliss greatly missed to co-
exist together this life I live must trust and 
give the first thrust be tough in my initiative.  
Wade in my beginner’s faith to awake the 
inner space of the relentless protective 
connection of acceptance that ends this 
selfishness, which invents aggressiveness 
and tensions—defense mechanisms of 
descension.  This reflection of all dimensions 
strengthens my weapons of perception to 
perfection, so that I may utilize my wise eye 
with no ties to lies, so that I may fly through 
truly blue hued skies.  I never knew truly how 
many times I’ve died—a vision given witnessing 
this passing prism of wisdom within this 
kingdom—I as YOU, YOU as I.  Defy the 
wry implied reprised cries that arise in the 
guise of devious minds, who try to deceive, 
weave ill-conceived mis-beliefs. Fallacies 
of the dis-eased, displeased, whose weak 
speech speaks of institutions’ illusions 
that all that comes into creation leaves in 
separation.  All that comes dies, so comply 
with the operation.  Plug into the program.  
No love from that old man’s broken promise, 
dishonest crazed men disgraced the ways of 
Zen making nations complacent, separated 
between scenes of the dominated and 
schemes dreamed by those with supposed 
domination.  The misery of the stubborn, 
their history’s cursed & unlearned in the 
mysteries of the Earth’s turns.  But we 
could say that Qi’s the way to see the play in 
DNA that leads today, but beliefs will sway 



the weak to delay what needs to be conveyed.  
How do we change the unInvolved, unEvolved, 
unRealized Goddesses and Gods—lost—as 
small peas, unappeased in paused pesticide 
poisoned pods, stopped between the dream 
of the direct effect poised in the clause of 
the cause.  A knife’s pain as the right brain 
throbs and sobs iced rain at how much we 
forget to recollect what we’ve yet to gain 
in this quest remember to reflect correct 
this debt and make it awaken as perfect.  
The alliance in the science of silence.  Re-
inspect.  Don’t expect.  Then the problem 
will be solved and all will reconnect.  
Right and Left in spherical balance.  Write 
with respect the Universal language.  The 
calloused challenge to manage the grasping 
search balanced on the fractaled perch, as 
we’re now taking the first step in the cosmic 
dance, the obvious chance for all of us to 
advance our awkward stance passed prior 
desires to higher empires, just riding up 
spirals, consciousness rewired.  Search the 
serpent’s circuits to resurface the servant’s 
purpose—to play the song that’s gone on all 
along from plants to ants, to amphibians to 
reptilians to mammalians to Homo sapiens to 
unknown aliens.  NOW is the only NOW to 
be escaping.  NOW is the only NOW to be 
creating.  NOW is the only NOW to be tasting 
the amazing exhilaration contained in the 
variations of raising vibrations—Planetary 
unification—the plan to carry the solar 
system to bliss again where the great fates 

of souls are existing listening to Galactic 
transmissions.  Signaling that at last, the 
new birth of the true Earth is unmasked 
to enact her new beginning, fulfilling the 
transition from divisions in living—men, 
women and children—to a singular cognition 
brings to her, within—the cure to her impure 
conditions because her fonder infants of 
somber ignorance are no longer oblivious. 
For we’ve been shown how we’ve cleaned 
and grown through the influence of our 
intuition’s gifted rhythm hidden within which 
has always known our own best interests—
to invest for our home, whether it’s called 
by y’all the Universe first, or the Milky Way 
or any other of Infinity’s galaxies.  How far 
are we?  Alpha Centauri? Crazy! Maybe the 
Pleiades? Or Sirius B? Seriously, survivors 
of Gaia, it goes from our snow globe to your 
time zone to your zip code to your local road 
to that place you can’t escape when you’re 
all alone, that mind state beyond time-space 
that is ALL YOUR OWN....

It’s true dear.  If you fear, it’s viewed clear in 
the noosphere.  You here, is the missing piece 
of the puzzle that crumbles the structure 
to rubble.  The jumbled bubble of bumbled 
struggles the trouble of one’s imbalanced 
malice that traps us, as we collectively 
stumble.  A rumble within ourselves—heaven 
and hells—we are each our own scuffle, 
a wild jungle.  Until the will instills the 
concealed field that reveals the real appeal 



which wields one humble.  Suddenly, having 
the everlasting strength that at any length, 
subtly, leaves me less dense.  Uncommon 
sense has Anand cleansed.  For I will submit 
my nervous wit and find within the collective 
mind my perfect fit the way the spirit worked 
it inside of the surging grid envisioned to 
surround and bound the profound dizzying 
spinning of HER orbit.  My awakened faith 
makes me release my dis-eased beast which 
leaves only the peace that waits for me to 
easily absorb it.  Now is the only omen the 
moment of us to trust to be morphing into 
the blue cosmic dust of a new age which the 
pages of eternity are forming.  Internally, 
the search to be free is the core’s dream.  
No more deceiving.  Start believing.  You 
can’t ignore what you’re seeing.  Explore 
you feelings.  It’s the only way to start 
this thoughtless process of conscious 
healing within the bottomless depths of our 
interconnected Cosmic being...

______________________________________
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